
"If only I had more..." "Thankfully I had..." 

branch health isn't always determined by outward appearance - dormant seasons
Dormant seasons aren't times to disconnect - REMAIN!

Develop faith, discipline, character
Pruning: "Kathairo" = to cleanse - attitudes, habits, dependencies
1 John 1:9 "cleanse us from all wickedness"
Pruning isn't about what is being taken, but what is being added to you 

Sermon Notes, April 10, 2022 
Text: John 15:1-12

Introduction
We live our lives in search of connection. Walk into a room alone and the first thing you look
for is someone you recognize. If you’ve done any travelling, you’ve experienced the little
game that we all seem to play. It begins when one person asks “where are you from?” and
then the hunt for common connection begins. As Jesus was preparing his disciples in the
last days before his impending crucifixion and death, days that would be so disheartening
and difficult for them to understand or bear, he had one big encouragement to share with
them, one thing to implore: pay attention to your connection.

"Peace isn’t found in the EXTERNAL SECURITY of everything going according to plan 
but the INWARD SERENITY of trusting the Great I AM" 

I AM THE VINE: source of life, strength, security, identity, purpose

"Your success is only as sustainable as it's source."

How can you know what you're connected to, what your source is?
1) What voices speak into my life most? Who or what am I basing my beliefs, decisions and
choices on?
2) Where do your  thoughts go when things go wrong/right? 

The Connected Branch (v4)

The Fruitful Branch (v5): fruitfulness in prayer life (v7,8) & love life (9-12)
The Dead Branch (v6): the fruit is the proof

Conclusion:
ONLY IN KNOWING WHO JESUS IS CAN I KNOW WHO I AM
Because He is the VINE – my strength is renewed
Because He is the VINE – my identity is secured
Because He is the VINE – my purpose is established 
Because He is the VINE – my life is fruitful
Because He is the VINE, I am ALIVE in Him!

I AM: "The Vine" - Week 5 - Pastor Jeremy Bates



Life Group Discussion

Because He is the VINE – my strength is renewed
Because He is the VINE – my identity is secured
Because He is the VINE – my purpose is established 
Because He is the VINE – my life is fruitful
Because He is the VINE, I am ALIVE in Him!

Warm-Up: 
We live our lives in search of connection. Walk into a room alone and the first thing you look
for is someone you recognize. If you’ve done any travelling, you’ve experienced the little
game that we all seem to play. It begins when one person asks “where are you from?” and
then the hunt for common connection begins.
Q - What is the strangest/farthest away place you've made a "connection" with someone?
 
Study & Discussion:

1) What resonated with you from the sermon? What challenged or surprised you? What
questions do you have? 

Read John 15:1-12

2) Jesus knew the disciples were entering a season they hadn't envisioned or signed up
for.Have you ever gone through a season you were tempted to "disconnect" from Jesus? 

3) Counterfeit vines promise to sustain life, strength, security, identity & purpose. What do
these counterfeit vines look like in the real world?
 

4) Have you experienced "pruning" in your life? What did it look like? What were the
results?" (Prune: "Kathairos" = cleanse - compare to 1 John 1:9) 

5) What sort of things might "block" the flow of Jesus' life giving infusion, causing decay and
leading to death in a "branch"? 

6) Discuss Pastor Jeremy's assertion: "Fruitfulness is not a reward or a gift only for some
Christians, fruitfulness is a by-product for all Christians of remaining connected."
Q - What "fruit" do you want to see growing more in your life?

Prayer: 
As a group, read the following faith declarations one by one and prayerfully thank
God for each of these truths:


